
Rodney

Reference
BD072/22

Breed
Lurcher ( Large )

Age
2 years approx

Adoption fee
£200.00

A little bit about Rodney...
Rodney is a really sweet boy who came to the centre as his previous owners could no longer keep
him. On first meetings Rodney can be a little reserved and shy but once he knows you he is an
absolute cuddle monster, if he could get on your lap he would. He loves his cuddles more than
anything else in the world, he is a proper leaner and will lean in for cuddles at any opportunity.
Rodney is still ever so nervous around men but is getting better and better, for this reason adopters
will need to be prepared to do multiple meets at the centre if needed. Rodney is sociable with other
dogs but sadly got bullied by the other dog in his previous home, he would be able to live with
another dog after a successful introduction at the centre. Rodney does not have any recall at the
moment so adopters must be prepared to be patient and put some training in with him before even
thinking about letting him off his lead. Rodney will make a smashing addition to the family, he is
suitable to live with other dogs and children aged 13 years and over providing they understand his
shyness. DUE TO THE HIGH VOLUME OF APPLICATIONS WE ARE RECEIVING IF YOU HAVE NOT HEARD
BACK FROM FROM US WITHIN 2 WEEKS IT MEANS YOU HAVE NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL THIS TIME FOR
THIS DOG. SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS WILL BE INVITED TO THE CENTRE TO MEET HIM.

My personality...
You’ll need to take me to training classes I can be left alone for short periods

I could live with children of secondary
school age

I’m a gentle giant (big and strong)

I need to be the only dog in the home I love fuss and attention




